Abstract: All existing optical quantum walk approaches are based on the use of beamsplitters and multiple paths to explore the multitude of unitary transformations of quantum amplitudes in a Hilbert space. The beamsplitter is naturally a directionally biased device: the photon cannot travel in reverse direction. This causes rapid increases in optical hardware resources required for complex quantum walk applications, since the number of options for the walking particle grows with each step. Here we present the experimental demonstration of a directionally-unbiased linear-optical multiport, which allows reversibility of photon direction. An amplitude-controllable probability distribution matrix for a unitary three-edge vertex is reconstructed with only linear-optical devices. Such directionally-unbiased multiports allow direct execution of quantum walks over a multitude of complex graphs and in tensor networks. This approach would enable simulation of complex Hamiltonians of physical systems and quantum walk applications in a more efficient and compact setup, substantially reducing the required hardware resources.
Introduction
Over the past decades, quantum computers have stimulated significant interest, based on their potential advantages over conventional computing devices in certain specific tasks. Several quantum algorithms have been proposed for quantum computers [1, 2] , but it is clear that significant time and resources are still required in order for general-purpose quantum computing to become a reality. It is therefore beneficial to revisit Feynman's original approach of creating special purpose quantum computing devices that are capable of efficiently simulating specific features of a complex physical system by utilizing another simple and controllable quantum device (i.e. a quantum simulator or "analog" quantum computer ) [3] . Quantum walks [4] [5] [6] on complex graphs are good candidates for executing this approach, given the statistical nature of quantum mechanical phenomena. Furthermore, quantum walks on graphs have been shown to possess the capability of performing universal computation [7] . Linear optics is one plausible physical architecture for implementing quantum walks due to its stability to decoherence, room temperature operation, and its scalability through on-chip integration.
A beam splitter (BS) [8] is a device of central importance in realizing any discrete quantum unitary operation [9, 10] , Hadamard-coin-based quantum walks [11] , and other quantum interferometer-based experiments [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . It is of interest to look at BS properties from the point of its symmetries. The BS has reflection and time-reversal invariance allowing the two input and two output ports to be interchanged. However, the BS is asymmetric and directionally-biased in the sense that an input photon cannot leave the same port through which it entered. This property of directional bias forces standard implementations of linear-optical quantum walks to form a unidirectional, expanding tree of possible optical paths, leading to a rapid increase in the hardware requirement needed to cover all possible probability amplitudes that are present in the Hamiltonian of the physical system under investigation [14, 18, 19] . Similarly, all the optical multiports currently in use, such as tritters, share the same directionally-biased behavior [20, 21] . The multiports considered here have some similarities with a previously-introduced type of nondirectional coupler known as reflective star couplers [22, 23] . However, unlike star couplers, the directionally unbiased multiports discussed here have relative output amplitudes at each port that can be readily tuned to desired values without dynamically changing splitting ratios of beam splitters. This additional flexibility opens up a broad range of new applications.
It is possible to construct a directionally-unbiased multiport by combining several linear-optical elements such as beam splitters and mirrors to form a single compound device [24] . Directionally unbiased m-ports for any m can be constructed in this way. This multiport can be seen as the physical implementation of a scattering vertex for quantum walks in undirected graph systems, with the added benefit of easy control of the unitary transformation between input and output amplitudes. By connecting multiple copies of such devices one could carry out a variety of different experiments, such as 1D and higher-dimensional discrete quantum walks, realizing group transformation with Bell states [24] , simulation of physical system Hamiltonians [25] , and experimental exploration of topological phases [26] using linear optics. In particular, in quantum walk applications, because of direction reversibility the walk can occur along a single line, rather than perpendicular to the overall direction of motion imposed by the beam splitter. Consequently, the setup has one fewer dimension, greatly reducing the required resources and the experimental complexity. In general, the functioning of a system of beam splitters whose resources scale as N p in the number of input/output ports or time steps N can be reproduced for large N by a system of optical multiports scaling more slowly by one power, N p−1 . One example of this are shown in Fig. 1 ; a further example related to quantum walks can be seen in Ref. [26] . Fig. 1 . The functioning of a linear array with N input and output ports can be reproduced with a single directionally-unbiased N -port. The number of required beam splitters grows quadratically in the former case, but only linearly in the latter case. In many applications, the number of detectors will also increase more slowly, leading to a significant saving in resources when unbiased multiports are used.
In this paper we report on the first experimental demonstration of a directionally-unbiased linear-optical three-port and explore its properties. Fig. 2 . Theoretical implementation of three-ports. Each port is labeled as port A, port B and port C. Each port is adjacent to a unit containing a non-polarizing beamsplitter (BS), a phase plate (P) and a mirror (M). A photon can enter and leave through any of the three ports.
Directionally unbiased three-ports
We focus on the simplest case, where the number of ports is m = 3. A general schematic of the original theoretical idea is given in Fig. 2 [24] . It has three inputs/outputs labeled as port A, B, and C. The multiport internal structure consists of three beamsplitters with 50/50 transmission reflection ratio and three mirror units with control over the phases of reflected photons. When the photon enters from port A, it is either transmitted or reflected upon hitting the first, as well as subsequent, beam splitters. The reflected photon acquires π 2 phase shift at each beam splitter, with additional controllable phase shifts from phase plates. The photon then accumulates different phases for each potential path through the system; this phase depends on the number of encounters with beam splitters and mirror units, equivalently, on the number of edges traversed.
In the Figure, each mirror unit consists of a phase plate (P) and a mirror (M), which together impart some controllable total phase shift φ at each encounter. The multiport input/output properties are defined by a coherent summation of amplitudes of all possible paths having the same input and output. In order to avoid turning this into a classical, decoherent sum over probabilities, information on which internal path each photon took must remain inaccessible. Therefore, the detection of the photon output probability at ports A, B and C must be performed over a time much longer than the transit time between beam splitters in order to avoid paths to be distinguished by exit time. After a sufficiently long time, the output probability amplitudes for the photon to exit at the three ports after entering the multiport at port A are given by:
(1)
where φ A , φ B , φ C are the total phases acquired by the photon from mirror units A, B, C, respectively, and a π 2 phase is acquired from each beamsplitter reflection. Small additional terms of the order 1 2 5 or higher have been left out from consideration. Similar equations can be obtained for inputs B and C. Here, we have also assumed that phase shifts gained from propagation between mirror units are integer multiples of 2π, so that they play no role.
After a sufficient number of beamsplitter encounters, the output amplitudes converge to fixed values [24] . Let N to be the number of beamsplitter encounters for the photon before exiting the multiport or, equivalently, the number of time steps, where the unit of time is the travel time between consecutive beamsplitter encounters. The cumulative probability to exit a multiport as a function of N is given in table 1. One could observe that after N = 8 in over 99 percent of trials of the photons have left the system, as indicated in the Table 1 . Table 1 . Probability amplitudes for the port A, B and C, exit probability in respect to a specific numbers of BS encounters, and the cumulative exit probability are shown. Columns A exit, B exit, and C exit represent exit probability amplitude at each port with initial photon entering at port A. Exit Probability shows the exit probability for each possible number of beamspliter hits. The cumulative exit probability is obtained from summing all the exit probabilities. As N increases, the cumulative exit probability quickly approaches 1 and a photon leaves the unit.
N A exit B exit C exit Exit Probability Cumulative Exit Probability 2 0 A transfer matrix expression for the multiport can be obtained by substituting specific phase settings in Eq. (1), (2) , and (3). We set φ A = φ B = φ C = π 6 in this paper to explore the most symmetric case that would make this unit suitable for quantum walks on unstructured graphs. Carrying out an exact summation of the series in Eqs. (1) - (3), the resulting expected transfer matrix is:
The transfer matrix acts on an input state via the transformation: ψ out put = U ψ input . Squaring the modulus of each matrix element gives the final transition probability distribution that should be observed in experiment.
Experiment
The operation of a directionally-unbiased symmetric three-edge vertex device has been demonstrated by characterizing probability distribution matrix elements responsible for all possible photon input/output transitions. The actual experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3 . A continuouswave 10 mW laser operating at 633 nm (NECSEL single longitudinal mode) with a very long coherence length (> 1 km) was used. This condition ensures the coherent superposition requirement for all possible photon paths inside the unit. The beamsplitters have 50/50 transmission/reflection ratio at 633 nm. The phase shifts imparted by the mirror units are controlled by piezo actuators on translation stages. The input beam was attenuated to a single-photon level with polarizers. The multiport arrangement indicated in Fig. 3 is for the input at port A and outputs from A, B and C. This corresponds to the first matrix row in Eq. (5). The beam splitter at the port A serves as a 50% isolation device separating half of the output photons statistically into a different path for detection. An optical circulator would be a better device to use in the future in order to separate all of the outgoing photons from the incoming ones. A similar setup is used to measure transitions with input at port B and port C. This would correspond to rows 2 and 3 in Eq. (5), respectively. The outgoing photons at each port were counted using fiber-coupled single-photon avalanche diodes (PerkinElmer SPCM-AQR-15-FC), as indicated in the Fig. 3 . The real experimental configuration is equivalent to the theoretical schematic depicted in Fig. 2 , despite the slightly different shape; this more complex experimental arrangement is necessary in the current case because the equidistant triangular setup described in section 2 cannot be easily realized with cube beam splitters. The distance between beam splitters A-B and A-C is set to be identical, while B-C is set to be twice as long as A-B and has one additional mirror. This does not affect the overall probability distribution in the matrix Eq. (4) when the photon coherence is sufficiently long. What is important is the phase balance in all possible paths inside the multiport. The mirror units are translated for an additional phase π to recover the balance due to one extra mirror presence.
Alternatively, this extra π phase can be compensated by arranging the structure so that all three path have the same numbers of mirrors. The same result could be achieved by inserting a phase plate in the path with an extra mirror. The weak photon source statistics follow a Poisson distribution, and the input coherent laser beam is attenuated to the single-photon level, meaning its average photon number during the detection interval must be smaller than 1. Our single-photon avalanche photodetector integration time is 35 ns. The average photon number within the detector integration window is below 0.1 when the input beam is attenuated to 1 nW average power. The detector quantum efficiency is 0.6 at the 633 nm wavelength of the source.
The system under consideration could be considered as a coherent superposition of several interferometers with three independent phase controls. The detected outcome at each port forms an interference pattern of intensity as a function of those phases. The quality of the multiport alignment is verified by determining the visibility of such interference patterns:
Where n max is the maximum number of detected photons, n min is the minimum number of detected photons.
The problem of setting all three phases to the same value is not very straightforward, since the phases are relative parameters. Interference contour maps were generated to cover all possible phases from 0 to 2π in order to find a position when all three of them have the same π 6 value (see Fig. 3 ).
The distance between consecutive beamsplitter hits in the multiport is a bit less than 30 cm. Any incident photon will exit the system with a probability 0.998 after N = 10 interactions [24] , so one has to insure a coherent (indistinguishable) travel of the photon over about 300 cm in this case. This is significantly shorter than the coherence length of the source used in our experiment (> 1 km). One should point out that dividing this number by the speed of light we obtain an estimate for a maximum time any photon would stay inside the multiport (about 10 ns).
The optical table was passively stabilized with active mechanical vibration isolation. By this means, the required interferometric stability of operation was achieved over a 5 hour period, which was sufficient for automatic scans of all required high-visibility interference patterns illustrated in Fig. 4 . In future free-space experiments requiring greater data acquisition times, active stabilization loops may be needed. Eventual transfer of this configuration into a waveguided on-chip design (using currently available technology of making polarization insensitive laserwritten waveguides in silica glass) will help significantly to enhance performance stability and transverse alignment, and to reduce the long-term longitudinal phase drift. This offers extensive opportunities for miniaturizing the device on a chip scale, allowing greater compactness and stability, as well as reducing the coherence requirements.
Multiple contour maps were obtained by translating two mirror units B and C (one at a time) when the phase from a mirror unit φ A is fixed at a certain value. Then the procedure was repeated multiple times for new values of φ A . A subset of such contour maps corresponding to the situation when the photon is inserted at port A is illustrated in Fig. 4 . The situation when the photon enters at ports B or C generates a similar set of contour plots. The comparison of such experimental contour maps with those obtained in theoretical simulation enables one to identify a point corresponding to π 6 phase shift value in all three phases (indicated by a dashed line). The final probability distribution for single photons to enter and exit any of the ports has been performed at these particular phase settings from all three mirror units A, B, and C.
In order to compare to the real experimental situation, Eqs. (1) - (3) must be modified to account for the additional mirror present (see Fig. 3 ). This is done by shifting each phase acquired from the mirror units by π. The resulting equations will have the following modifications: φ A → φ A + π, φ B → φ B + π, and φ C → φ C + π. Under these conditions A → A changes sign, A → B and A → C remain the same, with similar changes for other input ports. The theoretical unitary transfer matrix corresponding the current experimental configuration is now:
This insignificant phase modification in the unitary transfer matrix Eq. (7) is a reflection of the need to use several bulk optical elements (such as beam splitters and mirrors) during the first experimental implementation. (Currently available technology would allow the original theoretically-formulated unitary transfer matrix indicated in Eq. (4) to be realized using a waveguided platform an integrated configuration that executes all features of the multiport in Fig.  2 . Such an on-chip configuration would be highly desirable due to improved compactness and stability.) This phase modification leaves the final probability distribution for the transfer matrix unchanged from that of section 2:
Experimental results
The quality of the overall multiport alignment has been verified by observing a single photon interference at each port by sequentially feeding a single-photon input state into each of ports A, B, and C. The experimentally observed visibility is calculated for all 9 possible outcomes corresponding to a photon state inserted in port A, port B, and port C. Three plots corresponding to insertion at Port A case are illustrated in Fig. 4 (right column ). An average observed visibility of 0.97 ± 0.01 was achieved. A phase step of π 15 was taken between each point on the plots. All presented data are based on direct observation, with no background subtraction performed. A small reduction in the visibility came from the detector dark counts, slight reflection on the beamsplitter surfaces, and from minor imperfection of beamsplitter surface alignment that results in the imperfect overlap of the beams. All experimental probability detection maps for each port in Fig. 4 are normalized by their maxima to obtain a probability distribution. The contour map in the right column of Fig. 4 represents the photon count distribution for the fixed φ A = π 6 and phase sweeps from 0 to 2π for φ B and φ C by changing the voltages on piezo actuators responsible for the position of corresponding metal mirrors in space. Each map is compared with its theoretical simulations in the left column in Fig. 4 . The same method and similar contour maps were used for detecting outcome probabilities when a single photon has been inserted in B and C. The probability distribution for the photon to transition between any pair of ports has been reconstructed by statistically averaging the raw data over 1.8 s.
The final reconstructed probability matrix at (φ A ,φ B ,φ C ) = ( 
Losses generally play a negative role in quantum optics experiments. However, the role of losses in the case considered here is not significant. The device is probabilistic and operates with one photon at a time in the system. The loss of a photon simply results in discarding this particular trial from detection and recording of all possible outcomes. This does not affect the quality of the next trial and does not degrade the overall visibility of the detected outcome. The effect of losses shows up simply as an increase in the required accumulation time needed to get sufficient statistics when characterizing the multiport. The probability distribution (input-output) matrix elements were characterized one by one and are independent of one another. These are obtained from a contour map using visibility as the major quality parameter. The loss does not affect the visibility normalization process since we have the same loss across the contour map.
The interference patterns observed at each port depend on the fact that all of the possible paths within the multiport remain coherent with each other. The high visibility observed in each output port is therefore indicates a high level of mutual coherence of the output at the different ports, a requirement for multi-photon (and especially entangled-photon) quantum information processing applications.
Discussion
The experimentally observed probability distribution for the directionally-unbiased linear-optical multiport illustrates the validity of the original theoretical concept [24] offering to construct coherent multi-edged vertices that are suitable for experimentally executing universal quantum walks on arbitrary graphs. The natural reversibility of the photon flow in such multiports offers a dramatic reduction in the amount of required hardware resources when compared with currently exploited systems based on beamsplitter trees. The encounter of such multiport during a quantum walk procedure could be considered as a quantum coin application. The greater number of edges (N 2) at every application of such quantum coin speeds up significantly the coverage of higher dimensions in Hilbert spaces. This opens new possibilities when simulating dynamic Hamiltonians of complex physical systems. Fig. 5 . Directionally-unbiased linear optical three-edge vertex device demonstrated in this paper could be used for building complex quantum graphs. The efficiency of approaches based on quantum walks on graphs hold promise of addressing some complex scientific and technical problems more efficiently than conventional numerical computational methods. For example, networks such as the one on the bottom right, which can be implemented with unbiased three-ports, are used in machine learning applications.
This multiport could find a number of applications in the areas of quantum information processing and quantum simulation of dynamic Hamiltonians. The quantum walk on a specially designed network of such three-edge multiports offers configuration flexibility enabling to simulate Hamiltonians of complex polymer chains, energy band structure of semiconductor materials including topological insulators [25] . Although an unbiased three-port was examined here, m-ports with m > 3 can be constructed in a similar manner.
The main result is shown for a totally symmetric three-edge vertex multiport. This multiport design allows to realize a multitude of different unitary transformation matrices (see [24] ) without ever changing beamsplitter splitting ratios. A simple modification in phase shifts at each of the mirror units can modify the transfer matrix amplitudes, allowing output distributions to be controllably tailored for different purposes and opening additional possibilities for simulating physical systems with a range of output probability distributions. This feature could be of particular interest for building quantum optical machine learning units that require dynamic adjustment of transition weights during the learning process (Fig. 5) .
Connecting multiple copies of a three-edge multiports could result in practical realization of a quantum walk on several complex graphs with different topological properties, using only linear optics. A 1D quantum particle walk on a lattice of such multiport structures corresponding to an SSH-type system has been proposed, offering conditions to demonstrate topological structures and distinguishable winding numbers [26] . A 2D distribution of three-edge vertices (see Fig. 5 ) has even more interesting applications in the area of designing novel types of topological insulators, quantum walk over fractal states such as Sierpinski gasket [27] , and serve as natural elements in constructing tensor networks [28] . The quantum character of signal processing in tensor networks promises significant speed up in the problem solving large systems of differential equations [29] . It would be practically impossible to execute quantum walks on complex graph structures of reasonable size using conventional binary coins realized with optical beam splitters; directionally unbiased m-ports provide a much more feasible route to implementing such structures while offering significant savings in resources.
Multi-photon states can also be inserted instead of single photon inputs. The use of multi-photon input states more easily allows one to fully reconstruct a transfer matrix by explicitly recovering the phase information as well. In addition, such a three-port device with two-photon Bell-state inputs could be used to navigate a group structure when a pair of correlated Bell-states are injected into a non-overlapping set of ports [24] .
In conclusion, we have demonstrated experimentally the operation of a directionally-unbiased linear-optical three-port unitary device at a particular phase setting of π 6 by reconstructing a probability distribution of all possible propagation patterns with an interferometric method. The effective operation of the device as a symmetric three-edge vertex suitable for quantum walks on graphs has been demonstrated. This provides one more step in the goal of using such directionally-unbiased multiports to implement complex quantum walks on graphs and in ultimately demonstrating their practical use in achieving quantum speedup for the solution of specific physical simulations.
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